
BLESSING RINGS 2016

Dear Blessing Candidates,

We hope you are well and that your preparations for the upcoming
Blessing are going smoothly. Below we would like to update you with
information we have received about options for purchasing Blessing
Rings, from ring makers in Switzerland and in Korea. 

SWISS BLESSING RINGS

DESCRIPTION
We are now able to take orders for our ring maker in Switzerland. 

The rings are made of 18K gold (see photo below) and can be made
in either yellow gold or white gold, according to your preference.

PRICE
Yellow Gold 18K woman’s ring        435.00 CHF  = 405 EUR *
Yellow Gold 18K man’s ring            495.00 CHF  = 460 EUR *
White Gold 18K woman’s ring         460.00 CHF  = 430 EUR *
White Gold 18K man’s ring             520.00 CHF  = 485 EUR *



* Please note: only the prices quoted in CHF are fixed; the Euro 
prices are subject to change in the case that the CHF-EURO 
exchange rate changes dramatically.

HOW TO ORDER

If you would like to order a Blessing ring from Switzerland, please
email  blessing2016@esgd.org, with ‘Swiss Blessing Ring Order’ as
the subject of the email. Please include the following details in your
email:

Name:
Country:
Gender:
Ring Size:
Type of gold (yellow / white): 

Deadline for Swiss ring orders: 31st January 2016

The  Swiss  rings  will  be  brought  to  Korea  by  our  European  staff.
Payment and collection of the rings can be made in cash in Korea,
preferably in Euros or Swiss Francs.

Please note: only orders submitted to blessing2016@esgd.org can
be processed. If you have submitted ring orders or made enquiries
previously to other email addresses, please resubmit them to the
above email address.  

KOREAN BLESSING RINGS
As in previous years, there is also an opportunity to buy rings from
sellers in Korea, one day before the Blessing.

DESCRIPTION
Each ring is made with a small natural diamond in the centre and
True Mother’s  signature on the inside of  the band. The design of
these Blessing Rings has been the same since 2008 and the ring is
sold worldwide.
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They are available in 3 weights (thin, medium and thick - see picture
below)

PRICE
The ring makers have informed us that the costs of these rings will
be similar to last year’s prices (possibly slightly cheaper). 

2015 prices (as a guideline)
 Standard ring (14 carat gold): 187000 KRW
 Gold rings with a higher carat: 224000 KRW and 286000 KRW.
 Silver rings: 50000 KRW 



We strongly advise those considering purchasing the Korean rings to
change their currency to KRW before arriving at the Blessing 
accommodation, to avoid complications at the time of purchase.

HOW TO ORDER
Korean  rings  will  be  available  for  purchase  at  our  blessing
accommodation in Korea, one day before the blessing (there
is no need to order in advance).


